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•• Testing CMB angular correlation function Testing CMB angular correlation function 
with WMAPwith WMAP

•• Testing directionTesting direction--dependent power dependent power 
spectrum with Planckspectrum with Planck

•• Testing early Universe models with future Testing early Universe models with future 
CMB experiments (Planck, CMB experiments (Planck, CMBPolCMBPol etcetc……))



Does the Universe lack large              Does the Universe lack large              
angular correlations?angular correlations?

Is the Universe statistical isotropy?Is the Universe statistical isotropy?

Testing CMB angular correlation Testing CMB angular correlation 
function with WMAPfunction with WMAP



Ylm(n) are the spherical  harmonics

Two Points Correlation Function

Sum to lmax=15 is enough



Arguments of lack of large angular correlationsArguments of lack of large angular correlations

Copi et al. 2009



CHHS08

Copi et al. 2009



•• The reason of the low probability value: The reason of the low probability value: 
Direct Pixel Estimator of Angular Direct Pixel Estimator of Angular 
Correlation Function  on a cut skyCorrelation Function  on a cut sky
+ a posteriori choice of the S    statistic.+ a posteriori choice of the S    statistic.1/2

G. Efstathiou, YZM and D. Hanson, MNRAS 407(2010)2530 



The Quadratic Maximum Likelihood estimator effectively performs 
the reconstruction for a     , but uses the assumption of statistical 
isotropy to downweight ‘ambiguous’ modes that are poorly 
constrained by the sky cut.

lm

l     =32max 

EMH09









Results forResults for



C Bennett et al. 2010 (WMAP7)



Compare different estimatorsCompare different estimators

EfstathiouEfstathiou 2003.2003.



What is a posteriori statistic?What is a posteriori statistic?



What is a posteriori statistics?What is a posteriori statistics?

C Bennett et al. 2010 (WMAP7)



What is the probability of this What is the probability of this ““SHSH””
initial occurrence?initial occurrence?

Many CMB analysts ask: what is the oddities can I find in the data given 
the LCDM model.

However, most sensible question is: give this data, what is the 
probability of the LCDM model? 

Bennett, 
WAMP7





Francis and Peacock

0909.2495

:

All consistent with the 
concordance
LCDM model at the few 
percent level.

1. Argue  that there is a physical alignment of local structure with 
potential fluctuation at LSS that conspires to remove large scale 
correlations outside the Galactic mask. (implausible)  

2. A posteriori statistics

G. Efstathiou, YZM and D. Hanson, MNRAS 407(2010)2530 



C Bennett et al. 2010 (WMAP7)



C Bennett et al. 2010 (WMAP7)



Testing directionTesting direction--dependent power dependent power 
spectrum with Planckspectrum with Planck



Anomalies in the CMB maps (WMAP)Anomalies in the CMB maps (WMAP)

Alignment of Quadrupole and 
Octople.

M. Tegmark, A. de Oliveira-
Costa and A Hamilton:

astro-ph/0302496



Some recent works:Some recent works:
L Ackerman, S Carroll, and M. Wise:

C Dvorkin, H. Peiris and W. Hu:

0711.2321



N. Groeneboom et.al: 0911.0150



However, it may still be However, it may still be systematicssystematics

•• Is the power spectrum really directionIs the power spectrum really direction--
dependent?dependent?

•• If it is, is the anisotropy really axisIf it is, is the anisotropy really axis--
symmetric?symmetric?

•• How to approach the preferred axis?How to approach the preferred axis?
•• It is also very interesting to know: It is also very interesting to know: 

whether the polarization could provide whether the polarization could provide 
stronger constraints.stronger constraints.



Planck was launched successfully in May 14th, 2009

Planck:

1. The coolest spacecraft every 
built

2. Price tag is 700M euros, and 
mass at launch is 1.9 tonnes!

3. Time schedule and scanning 
strategy:

May/2009: launched

July/2009: reach the orbit of L2

August/2009: start scanning

Sep/2009: first light

Feb-Mar/2010: 1st whole-sky 
survey

Aug-Sep/2010: 2 sky surveys

Aug-Sep/2011: 4 sky surveys

Jan/2013(AAS): Publishing results





Planck: scientific 
programme





Statistical isotropy are Gaussian random variable

But, if we consider statistical anisotropic model, the covariance matrix 
will have off-diagonal terms



Generalizing axis-symmetric assumption:

where



Reminds: the noise level for WMAP and Planck 



Therefore, by calculating the fisher matrix, we know the error for the 
anisotropic parameters 

Then perform the Quadratic estimator (equivalent to the maximum 
likelihood estimator) to the map:



Now we try to simulate a Planck Now we try to simulate a Planck 
map and do the reconstructionmap and do the reconstruction

Talor
Expansion:

D. Hanson and 
A. Lewis: 
0908.0963





Apply the Quadratic estimator to the map:





Our question is: if the anisotropic parameters are reconstructed
from Planck map, and the errors are estimated, how to know that 
whether these sets of values indicate a preferred direction on the 
sky?

Therefore, Planck Temperature map should be able to constrain the 
amplitude of any spherical multipole of a scale-invariant quadrupole
asymmetry at the 0.01 level (2 sigma). Almost independent constraints can 
be obtained from polarization at the 0.03 level after four full-sky surveys, 
providing an important consistency test.



Method 1: reconstruct      on the Method 1: reconstruct      on the 
whole sky and test it by eyeball.whole sky and test it by eyeball.



Method 2: fitting a preferred Method 2: fitting a preferred 
direction modeldirection model





Then you can transform the      Then you can transform the      
back to the coordinate which back to the coordinate which 
maximize the    , if all of the maximize the    , if all of the 
other         are small comparing other         are small comparing 
with the error, then there is no with the error, then there is no 
evidence for deviating the axisevidence for deviating the axis--
symmetric power spectrum. symmetric power spectrum. 



CMB BCMB B--mode polarization:mode polarization:
Polarization Q and U parameters:Polarization Q and U parameters:



Why BWhy B--mode polarization?mode polarization?
•• Carrying over GW information from early Carrying over GW information from early 

Universe, not mixing with density fluctuationsUniverse, not mixing with density fluctuations
•• Least parameter degeneracyLeast parameter degeneracy

Lewis and Challinor,

astro-ph/0601954



Problems:Problems:
1. Dominated by noise1. Dominated by noise
2. 2. LensingLensing confusionconfusion



Lyth bound:

Consistency relation:

Why this is important?Why this is important?



Cosmic string from Cosmic string from BraneBrane--InflationInflation

CMBACT:

http://www.sfu.ca/levon/cmbact.html.



Single field slowSingle field slow--roll inflation:roll inflation:



Cosmic string from DCosmic string from D--branebrane Inflation:Inflation:



Results: Forecast for future experimentsResults: Forecast for future experiments



Results: Forecast for future experimentsResults: Forecast for future experiments



Conclusion:Conclusion:

•• There is no real lack of large angular correlation function There is no real lack of large angular correlation function 
on the CMB sky, previous used S_{1/2} statistics is a on the CMB sky, previous used S_{1/2} statistics is a 
posteriori statistics.posteriori statistics.

•• The WMAP VThe WMAP V--W band data show weak evidence of W band data show weak evidence of 
directiondirection--depedentdepedent power spectrum, and it can be power spectrum, and it can be 
strongly constrained by temperature and polarization strongly constrained by temperature and polarization 
maps of Planck.maps of Planck.

•• BB--mode polarization data can provide an interesting mode polarization data can provide an interesting 
constraints on early Universe models. The detection limit constraints on early Universe models. The detection limit 
for r is ~10^(for r is ~10^(--3) and for Gmu~10^(3) and for Gmu~10^(--8).8).


